We’re Hiring

CalendHer Technologies and Braintastic Tutoring have partnered up to make coding education accessible for girls through coding bootcamp this summer!

We’re on the hunt for an experienced HTML & CSS developer to pilot and plan our intro course. You will have the opportunity to take part in constructing and teaching basic language courses to young girls, and may further have an opportunity of working with our two companies in the future.

Skill Required:

• HTML
• CSS
• some Java
• Excellent Communication
• Presentations & powerpoint

Bonus: The ideal candidate is a Computer Science Student available through the evenings of August, with experience in teaching, instructing or creating programming for kids.

CalendHer Technologies creates technology for women by women. Their first product is an ai-powered integrative health technology for women.

Braintastic Tutoring is a specialized learning experience where students improve their math and science skills. Through creative exercises and engaging learning, our mission is to build confidence and establish a strong foundation in math, science and language skills. We are a dedicated team of tutors who turn "when am I going to need this?" into "I can use this!" and "when am I not going to need it?".

Compensation: based on hours Location: Braintastic Tutoring, Ottawa

How to Apply:
Please Email camps@calendher.co with your cover letter and CV.

*Bonus, create a 1-minute video explaining why you’re passionate about working with us and submit it on youtube and share the link with your email.